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Introduction
In recently years, dermatologic ultrasound imaging has been 

rapidly developed [1]. DERMUS (Dermatologic Ultrasound), 
the international working group, was formed and provided the 
guidelines for performing dermatologic ultrasound examinations 
[1] and proposed for an assessment training program [2]. Lipoma, 
common entity is regarded as level 1 content of the training 
program by DERMUS [2]. Soft-tissue lipomas are the most common 
type of benign mesenchymal tumors and are classified into two 
types, namely superficial and deep types. Superficial lipomas occur 
in the subcutaneous tissues, while deep-seated types occur deep 
to the investing fascia. Histologically, both subcutaneous and deep-
seated lipomas are comprised of mature adipose cells. Deep-seated 
lipomas are less common than ordinary superficial types [3]. In 
this article, the current knowledge of superficial and deep-seated 
lipomas on US features including gray-scale US, color Doppler US 
and RTE with MRI findings will be reviewed in detail. 

Dermatologic Ultrasound
Dermatologic ultrasound imaging has been rapidly growing 

in recently years because of the advent of high-resolution 
multifrequency transducers and multichannel color Doppler 
machines [1]. The minimum frequency recommended for 
performing dermatologic examinations by DERMUS was 15 MHz [2] 
Lipoma is considered as level 1 content of the training program by 
DERMUS [2]. We usually perform US examinations for dermatologic 
lesions with a high-resolution, broad-band (5MHz-18MHz) linear 
transducer (Nobulus Hitachi, Ltd. Tokyo, Japan). We have provided 
several studies in the dermatologic field [4-11].

Soft -Tissue Lipoma

Superficial Lipoma

Superficial lipomas are common in the subcutaneous 
layer, accounting for 16% to 50% of all soft tissue tumors [12]. 
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ARTICLE INFO Abstract

Soft-tissue lipomas are the most common type of benign mesenchymal tumors and 
are classified into two types, namely superficial and deep lesions. Superficial, ordinary 
lipomas occur in the subcutaneous tissues, while deep-seated lipomas occur to the in-
vesting fascia. There have been several reports of the superficial lipoma on ultrasonog-
raphy (US), while a few reports, rare entity, deep-seated lipomas have been studied. In 
this article, a comparison between superficial and deep-seated lipomas on US features 
including gray-scale US, color Doppler US and Real-Time Tissue Elastography (RTE) with 
magnetic resonance image (MRI) appearances was reviewed in detail. The author will 
suggest that superficial lipoma is usually hyperechoic solid mass without posterior echo 
enhancement on gray scale US and shows soft nature, having high elasticity on RTE. It is 
plausible that both superficial and deep-seated lipomas show echogenic lines on gray-
scale US. The author will suggest that deep-seated lipoma shows moderately soft nature 
on RTE.
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Superficial lipoma occur over a wide range of ages, are most 
prevalent between the ages of 40 and 60 years [13], are generally 
found in the posterior trunk, neck and proximal extremities [14]. 
Cytogenetically, ordinary lipomas are characterized primarily by 
simple balanced chromosome aberrations [15]. The chromosome 
segment, 12q 13-15, where the HMGA2 gene play a role [15]. It has 
been also cytogenetically reported that ordinary lipoma represents 
the characteristic features, including rearrangement of 12q13-15. 
These rearrangements lead to the HMGA2 gene fusion, resulting 
in the neomorphic activity that predispose the neoplastic process. 
Lacaria et al. [16] have also indicated a rare case of pediatric lipoma 
with t(9;12)(p22;q14) and evidence of HMGA2-NFIB gene fusion.

Deep-Seated Lipoma

Deep-seated lipoma is subfascial benign mesenchymal soft 
tissue tumors which is consist of white mature adipose cells. 
They are less common than ordinary superficial types and can be 
intramuscular or intermuscular lipoma [3]. Intramuscular types are 
divided into infiltrative and well-circumscribed lipomas. It has been 
described that 83% were of the infiltrative and 17% were the well-
defined [3,17]. It has been also reported that the locations of the 
subfascial lipomas are classified into intramuscular, intermuscular, 
submuscular, seromuscular and others [14]. Deep-seated lipomas 
usually occur in the extremities [13] and are less common than 
superficial type. A few studies [3,14,18] and a review article [17] of 
this uncommon entity have been reported. 

Gray Scale Ultrasonographic Features

Superficial Lipoma 

Several studies [13,19-23] and a review article [24] of 
superficial lipoma have been reported on US. Superficial lipoma 
was shown as hyperechoic lesion compared with the adjacent 
muscle but isoechoic as compared with the adjacent subcutaneous 
adipose tissue on gray-scale US [13]. A hyperechoic solid mass 
without acoustic shadow enhancement is usually considered as 
a superficial lipoma. Echogenic lines, namely gently curved were 
represented within lipoma. Warger et al. [13] have also noted that 
the echogenic lines, often showing gently curved, were useful in the 
diagnosis of isoechoic and hypoechoic lipomas. 

Lipoma usually was shown as hyperechoic solid superficial 
mass without acoustic shadowing, while hyperechoic superficial 
masses with acoustic shadowing were putatively considered as fat 
necrosis, foreign bodies, or fat-containing hernia. Ahuja et al. [19] 
have reported that US feature of head and neck lipomas represent 
an elliptical mass, hyperechoic relative to adjacent muscle and no 
posterior echo enhancement. They contain linear echogenic lines 
on US. It has been suggested that these soft-tissue masses are 
lower in reflectivity than muscle but more reflective than adjacent 
subcutaneous fat [24]. Rahmani et al. [24] have systematically 
reviewed the studies that have examined the diagnostic accuracy 
of ultrasound in lipomas and concluded that US tool is sensitive 

and specific enough to be a reasonable first line investigation in 
superficial lipomas.

Deep-Seated Lipoma

Clinically, deep-seated lipomas are more difficult to estimate 
correct diagnosis. It has been described that ultrasound 
characteristic of deep-seated lipomas are more varied than 
superficial type. They also noted that the fibrous capsule was 
often seen on grayscale US in superficial lipomas, while it was not 
detected in intramuscular type [24]. Paunipagar et al. [14] noted 
that deep-seated lipoma tends to show roundish or oblong shape. 
They also described that deep-seated type tend to have well-defined 
margin, hyperechoic to muscle and fine internal echoes. Thin 
internal echoes parallel to the long axis of the tumors comprising 
three patterns were suggested, indicating the significant features 
of accurate diagnosis in deep-seated lipomas. This case was 
diagnosed as a deep-seated lipoma using high-resolution US and 
MRI procedures in the back in a 66-year-old man. This lesion was 
located at the subfascial region. Well-defined margin, hyperechoic 
compared with the adjacent muscle and echogenic lines in the mass 
were obviously depicted on gray-scale US (Figure 1a). 

Color Doppler Ultrasonographic Features
There have been some reports of superficial lipoma on color 

Doppler US [13,19]. With respect to the deep-seated type, there 
was only one study. Wanger et al. [14] reported that all lipomas 
demonstrated minimal or no internal blood flow [13], while it is 
suggested that deep-seated lipomas are recognized to be more 
vascular than subcutaneous ones [14]. Figure 1b shows no blood 
flow signals in deep-seated lipoma on color Doppler US.

Real-Time Tissue Elastography Features
Real-time sonoelastography is an ultrasound-based technique 

using the property that the tissue strain due to compression is 
lower in hardness tissues [25]. RTE is widely used for the diagnosis 
on tissue elasticity. The author has previously reported the 
characteristic features of angioleiomyoma [7] and epidermal cyst 
[9,11] on RTE in dermatologic field. On RTE, red is used to represent 
high elasticity, blue represents low elasticity, and yellow or green 
shows intermediate elasticity. Lee et al. [26] concluded that the stain 
ratios of lipoma, ganglia, were statistically different from epidermal 
cysts. Park et al. [27] described that the strain elastography score 
was classified into four grades (1-4) according to their elasticity; 
score 1 (very soft, high elasticity), score 2 (moderately soft, 
moderately high elasticity), score 3 (moderately hard, moderately 
low elasticity), and score 4 (very hard, low elasticity). They have 
demonstrated that lipoma on RTE showed green to orange color, 
suggesting grade 1 [28]. In our experience, superficial lipoma shows 
soft nature, high elasticity on RTE. Meanwhile, there have not been 
the reports of deep-seated lipoma on RTE. Figure 1c represented 
green color with a red color, showing moderately high elasticity in 
deep-seated lipoma on RTE. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.26717/BJSTR.2019.19.003278
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Figure 1: Deep-seated type of lipoma comprehensively diagnosed in the back location in a 66-year-old man. (a) Gray-scale US 
shows the oblong shape with echogenic lines in the mass. (b) There are no substantial blood flow signals on color Doppler US. 
(c) Deep-seated lipoma shows green color with a red color, suggesting moderately soft nature, moderately high elasticity on 
Real-Time Tissue Elastography.

Computed Tomography Features
It has been reported that the computed tomography (CT) scan 

feature of intramuscular lipomas shows a hypodense mass situated 
within the muscle with Hounsfield values in the negative range [17]. 
They indicated that intramuscular lipomas represent usually ovoid 
or fusiform in shape and well-circumscribed or poorly defined mar-
gins [17]. The intrinsic and extent findings of benign lipomatous 
lesions are best demonstrated with either CT or MRI [29]. The thick 
and thin streaks with soft tissue density are generally detected in-
side the lesion on CT [17]. It has been also described that streaky 
structures are more distinctive on CT scan than on MRI [30]. 

Magnetic Resonance Image Features
It has been reported that T1-weighted MR image shows a 

homogeneous fat-containing mass, which is similar in signal 
intensity to the adjacent subcutaneous fat with a thin capsule and 
thin internal septa in superficial lipoma. It has been also noted 
that superficial lipoma shows complete suppression of fat signal 
intensity within the mass, mild enhancement of thin internal 
septa on post-contrast fat-saturated T1-weighted MR image [31]. 
While high signal intensity on both T1 and T2 weighted images 
was also demonstrated in the intramuscular type. Like superficial 
lipoma, fat suppressed sequence shows signal suppression similar 
to normal fatty tissue. Figure 2a shows high signal intensity mass 
on axial T2-weighted image. T2-weighted image also shows high 
signal intensity lesion (Figure 2b). Figure 2c represents complete 
suppression of fat signal intensity within the mass.

http://dx.doi.org/10.26717/BJSTR.2019.19.003278
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Figure 2: Deep-seated type of lipoma comprehensively diagnosed in the back location in a 66-year-old man. (a) The high signal 
intensity mass on axial T2-weighted image was observed. (b) T2-weighted image also shows high signal intensity lesion. (c) 
The fat-saturated T1-weighted MR image represents complete suppression of fat signal intensity within the mass.

Pathological Features
The pathological diagnostic criteria for lipomas are an abnormal 

mass or masses composed of mature adipocytes and uniform nuclei 
that are consistent with those seen in normal adult adipose cells 
[12]. Adipocytes do not display nuclear atypia. Increased mitosis, 
hyperchromasia, pleomorphysim or multinucleation of fat cells are 
not shown. Lipoblasts are not recognized. Individual muscle fibers 
are normal or often atrophic, but the striking reactive changes 
are not recognized. In summary, it is plausible that superficial 

lipomas represent hyperechoic solid mass without posterior echo 
enhancement on grayscale US. It is putative that both superficial 
and deep-seated lipomas show echogenic lines in the mass on gray-
scale US. It is suggested that superficial lipoma mainly show no 
internal vascular flow, while some of them represented mild and 
minimal vascular flow on color Doppler US. The author suggests 
that superficial lipoma shows soft nature, having high elasticity 
on Real-Time Tissue Elastography. As far as I know, there have 
been no report of deep-seated lipoma on RTE. In our experience, 
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deep-seated lipoma showed green color with a red color, showing 
moderately soft nature, namely moderately high elasticity on RTE.

Conclusions 
1. The author suggests that superficial lipoma is usually hyperechoic 

solid mass without posterior echo enhancement on the gray-scale 
ultrasonography.

2. It is plausible that both superficial and deep-seated lipomas show 
echogenic lines in the mass on gray-scale ultrasonography.

3. The author will suggest that deep-seated lipoma show moderately 
soft nature, having moderately high elasticity on Real-Time Tissue 
Elastography.
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